
Prepoint Charts for the Padua Event
for the 2020 May 10/11 occultation of 5.7-mag. 14 Cancri

by (363) Padua for the Phoenix region (10:16:20 pm MST) 

but the views are similar along the whole path 

from northern California to northeastern Mexico

Charts produced with Project Pluto’s Guide8 

14 Cancri = HIP 40023, J2000 RA 8h 10m 27.1s, Dec +25 30ʹ 19ʺ
Apparent (of date): J2000 RA 8h 11m 38.8s, Dec +25 26ʹ 45ʺ

Don’t confuse with 13 Cancri, a similarly bright star only 20ʹ (1/3rd ) to the right!
Event for Sacramento, 10:15:55 pm PDT, alt. 35; s.w. of Las Vegas, 10:16:10 pm PDT, alt. 30;

Tucson, 10:16:23 pm MST, alt. 26 all May 10 local time; and Monterrey, 12:16:43 am CDT, alt. 14

David Dunham

IOTA & KinetX Aerospace
Email dunham@starpower.net



Western sky naked-eye view (Guide Level 2)

x

●Venus

A few constellations are labelled in all caps, but more important are Venus & the stars. Zenith is up, for the Phoenix 

area, but the view is similar elsewhere. The brown line extending below the target is the pre-point line of declination;

It shows where the occultation altitude and azimuth will be at the UT times shown; tick marks are at 10-min. intervals 
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The star just above Venus

Is 2nd-mag. El Nath.

To adjust pre-point 

times from Phoenix:

Sacramento, -25s

sw Las Vegas, -10s

Tucson, +3s

Monterrey, +23s



Most of the prepoint line (Guide Level 3)

The binoculars or finder scope field of view, with a 5 circle typical for them, centered on the target star, is shown 

(& on the following views below). The pre-point line of declination has 5-min. tick marks and the UT time for 

Phoenix labelled every 20 minutes (3h UT = 8pm MST/PDT May 10; 4h UT = 9pm; 5h UT = 10pm MST May 10)
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Mebsuta has

a pre-point 

chance  at

3:50 UT

(8:50pm MST)
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Opportunities:

Mebsuta at 3:50 UT

76 Gem at 4:50 UT

2 Cancri at 5:07 UT



Mighty Mini (finder scope) last chart (Level 4)

Zenith is up (for Phoenix). The 5 circle shows the binoculars or finder scope field of view (FOV), while the 

rectangle is for a “mighty mini” video FOV. On the pre-point line, tick marks are at 2-min. intervals and the times 

are given at 10-min. intervals of UT (for Phoenix). 76 Geminorum has a pre-point chance at 4:50 UT = 9:50pm MST
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14 Cancri, the target 

star, is the left-most of 

3 similarly bright stars 

close together.
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Small refractor (maxi) last chart (Level 5)

14 Cancri, the target 

star, is the left-most of 

3 similarly bright stars 

close together.

Zenith is up (for Phoenix). The 5 circle shows the binoculars or finder scope field of view (FOV), while the rectan-

gle is for a 12cm refractor video FOV. On the pre-point line, tick marks are at 1-min. intervals and the times are 

given at 5-min. intervals of UT (for Phoenix). 2 Cancri has a pre-point chance at 5:07 UT = 10:07pm MST
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Pollux



Prepoint charts for narrow FOV scopes

• The following charts show the finder scope, then detailed, 

FOV’s that can be used for narrow FOV scopes, like 8-in. SCTs, 

for the 3 best prepoint chances, in chronological order:

• At 3:48:21 UT (for Phoenix), 3rd-mag. Mebsuta and nearby, 6.5-

mag. SAO 78653; this is the best, for narrow FOV scopes.

• At 4:50:37 UT, 5th-mag. 76 Geminorum and nearby, 9.9-mag. 

TYC 1416-01363-1

• At 5:06:51 UT, between 5.3-mag. 2 Cancri and 8.4-mag. SAO 

79859

• Detailed charts showing the target star, 14 Cancri, are at 

https://occultationpages.com/events/temp/StarCharts20200511

Padua.pdf .

YYYY Mon DD Short Title 6

https://occultationpages.com/events/temp/StarCharts20200511Padua.pdf


Mekbuda Mighty Mini (finder scope) (4-2 chart)

Zenith is up (for Phoenix). The 5 circle shows the binoculars or finder scope field of view (FOV), while the 

rectangle is for a “mighty mini” video FOV. On the pre-point line, tick marks are at 2-min. intervals and the times 

are given at 10-min. intervals of UT (for Phoenix). 76 Geminorum has a pre-point chance at 4:50 UT = 9:50pm MST
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Mekbuda is near the 

bottom; the 76 Gem 

field is also shown, 

near the top, left of 

Pollux.

Mekbuda



Kappa () Gem,

to the left of 76,

is mag. 3.6.



Mekbuda detailed view (Level 7)

Zenith is up (for Phoenix). The rectangle is the approximate FOV for an 8-in. SCT with a video camera. ‘

Mekbuda
A

Mekbuda is too far from the

prepoint line. So move your

scope to “A” = 6.5-mag.

SAO 78653; center it at 

3:48:21 UT (8:48:21pm MST)

and you’ll be prepointed to

within 0.2ʹ; this is the best 

prepoint for narrow FOV

scopes, but any star very

close to the line can be used,

at the time indicated on the 

line.



76 Geminorum detailed view (Level 7)

Zenith is up (for Phoenix). The rectangle is the approximate FOV for an 8-in. SCT with a video camera. For the 

finder scope FOV, see chart #4 or #7.

76 GemB→

76 Gem is too far from the

prepoint line. So move your

scope to “B” = 9.9-mag.

TYC 1416-01363-1; center it at 

4:50:37 UT (9:50:37 pm MST)

and you’ll be prepointed to

within 2ʹ. Any other star very

close to the line can be used,

at the time indicated on the 

line.



2 Cancri detailed view (Level 7)

Zenith is up (for Phoenix). The rectangle is the approximate FOV for an 8-in. SCT with a video camera. For the 

finder scope FOV, see chart #4.
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At 5:06:50, the prepoint line 

passes between “2” (2 Cancri)

and “C” = 8.4-mag. SAO 79859.

Any other star very close

to the line can be used, at the

time indicated on the line.


